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6th grade: During the Mission Springs Outdoor Education trip in the
Santa Cruz mountains, the students participate in silent-communication
team building activities, a night hike, orienteering without a GPS, rock
wall climbing, learning about the mountain creek, the redwood forest,
and beach habitats, with plenty of hiking!
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Learning Through Experience - a Miramonte Advantage
At Miramonte, learning extends beyond bookwork to opportunities that are simply not possible in a traditional
classroom. Multi-day out-of-classroom trips for grades 4-8 to Catalina Island, Hume Lake, Mission Springs,
Albion Marine Biology Station, and the Gold Country open up new worlds of wonder and excitement—
inspiring young minds to stretch for new goals and are the highlights of the Miramonte Christian School
students years. The 8th graders travel to the Catalina Island Marine Institute (CIMI) in Cherry Cove on
Catalina Island. First, they attend the Medieval Times Dinner & Tournament - a living review of their social
studies world history. Then at CIMI they participate in experiential marine science labs and field activities
like snorkeling, kayaking, a night dive, and tide pooling - all focusing on Science, Technology, Engineering,
and Math (STEM) that meet many California State science curriculum requirements. On the last day, they
visit the Museum of Tolerance in Los Angeles, participating in their "Tools for Tolerance for Teens" program
which teaches the dynamics of discrimination, racism, and prejudice in historical and contemporary contexts
and empowers students to create respectful and inclusive communities using the power of words, lessons from
history, and going from bystander to ally, along with issues like bullying and hate crimes. They are privileged
to hear a Holocaust Survivor give a dynamic personal testimony presentation "WITNESS TO TRUTH" that
advances their
understanding of key
historical and
contemporary issues.
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4th grade: The students travel back in
time to the 1800's to relive the California
Gold Rush. They visit the gold rush town
at Columbia State Historic Park, descend
into the earth at Moaning Cavern, find
gems, actually learn first-hand how to pan
for gold as described in their textbooks
during their 3-day trip.
7th - 8th grade Ski Trip: In late February, our middle grade students head to the Adventure Mountain Lake
for a day of sledding and then to Sierra-at-Tahoe for skiing with morning lessons in skiing and snowboarding.
5th grade: Marine biology is the
theme for this field trip at the Albion
Field Station along the beautiful
Northern California Mendicino
Coast. Mr. Dan Wyrick, the main
editor for the new science textbooks,
incorporates indoor and outdoor
science education activities to
enhance the experience and
development of the students.
7th grade class spends five days at Hume Lake Christian Camp during its Junior High Spiritual Emphasis Week.
During the meetings, students who have yet to claim Jesus as their own for the first time (or want to rededicate
their hearts) take their first public stand. This is a deeply spiritual trip and perennially one of the students’
favorite trips of all their years at Miramonte.
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Upcoming Events
5/8
5/11
5/17
5/31

Constituency Meeting - 7pm
Softball game day 1:30-5:30pm
Spring Musical - ELC-3rd grade
8th grade Graduation at Sunnyvale

More information at
www.miramonteschool.org
and daily posts on our
Facebook page “Miramonte
Christian School”

One comment we hear as new students enroll at Miramonte: “Wow! We
didn’t have field trips like this at our old school.” Indeed, all students in
preschool to 8th grade enjoy field trips throughout the year, complementing
the instruction in the classroom. Additionally, grades 4 through 8 each have a
dynamic overnight field trip as they go for a week, or a little less, and learn in
a variety of ways. Whether it is California history (at Gold Camp), outdoor
ed, marine biology, medieval history, STEM activities, tolerance and
discrimination, or a spiritual retreat (at Hume Lake), or even learning about
our government in Washington, D.C., Miramonte students enjoy a rich
experience - just one of the Miramonte advantages!

